
Individual Goalkeeping Drills

1. GK Bounces: With ball in both hands, bounce it to the ground while walking repeatedly. Once you

set a proper rhythm, start gently jogging while bouncing the ball in multiple directions. As this becomes

easier for you, try skipping, heel kicks, and side shuffles .

2. GK Tucks: While standing in place, toss the ball above your head, perform a high knee tuck, then

basket catch the ball before it hits the ground. You can perform the same while attempting to catch

the ball above your head, or catch it after one bounce.

3. Fast Feet: With or partner or wall, quickly move your feet for 5 seconds, toss the ball at a wall, then

catch it with your hands in front of your body. With a partner, have them toss or kick the ball to you

after performing your quick feet movements. Tosses can be on the ground or in the air. You can also

perform quick shuffling movements for 5-10 seconds, then toss the ball against a wall or have a partner

toss the ball.

4. Figure 8s: Place 2 cones five yards apart, perform a figure 8 going from right to left, then reverse.

After performing this, have a partner kick a ball to you after you finish in the middle of the 2 cones.

Have your partner kick balls directly at you, then away from you, forcing you to dive as you progress.

You can add a progression by performing a figure 8, receive a shot directly into the body, then add a

second ball away, forcing a recovery save.

5. Recover: Start with a collapse drive to a cone, which is placed away and in front of you, forcing a

diagonal dive. Attempt recovering back on your feet without your hands touching the ground, then

have a partner toss or kick a ball away from you on the other side, forcing a save.

6. Push and Slides: Start in a kneeling position, with the ball on the outside of the leg with the knee on

the ground. From this position, push the ball in between your leg, stand up and step into the direction

of the ball with the opposite leg to make a save.

7. Diagonal Diving: In a starting position, dive to your right while taking a diagonal step with both

hands sliding across the ground (can use a cone placed 2 feet in front and to the side to help with a

visual. Try to recover back to your feet without touching your hands on the ground, and make save to

the other side.

8. Push up and go: Do a push up push-up and step diagonally into the direction of the ball to make a

save. Progress by doing a push up, then using your feet to track a ball, then makes a save. For balls too

far to just take one step to make a save.



9. The Crab: In a crab position with one hand on the ground and the other holding the ball, toss the ball

up and attempt to parry ball over the net with same hand you used to toss the ball. Make sure to use

fingertips, not palm to parry ball.

10. Punches: While on your knees, toss the ball up and punch the ball with both fists as far up and

away as you can. Remember to punch from your upper chest. Progress by kneeling on one knee, toss

the ball away from you and having to take multiple steps to the ball in order to punch away.


